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Quantity vs. Quality?

Bayles and Orland, 2001



Quantity vs. Quality?

“While the quantity group was busily churning out 
piles of work—and learning from their mistakes—the 
quality group had sat theorizing about perfection, and 
in the end had little more to show for their efforts 

than grandiose theories and a pile of dead clay”
—Bayles and Orland, 2001



(How) can we measure 
creative results?



Maier, 1930

Connect all 9 dots with 4 lines



Guilford, 1967

Generate uses for a brick



Finke, Ward, and Smith, 1992

Sketch a creature



Design task selection

Demonstrate 
creativity

No “right” or “wrong” solutions
Many paths to solution

Contrast 
designs

Objective and subjective 
outcome measures



Design an egg drop vessel



Maier, 1930
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“I went with the whole parachute idea and what I had from the beginning...”
 
“This is the best approach for such a design...”
 
“I am not a very good outside-the-box thinker, so I kinda just had one idea 
and I was going to try to make it work...”
“For some reason... this seems to be the only idea. There needs to be a 
platform and then as good of cushion as possible... I don’t see any other 

Participants picked their concept early
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Duncker, 1945

Functional fixation



Duncker, 1945

Functional fixation



How does parallel design 
— rather than a serial approach — 

a"ect performance?

Prototype Prototype

Prototype

Feedback Feedback
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PARALLEL SERIAL

Research question



Task: design an advertisement



Web advertising analytics



Advertisement design task



Procedure  (N=33)

parallel 
prototyping 

condition

serial 
prototyping 

condition

FINAL



Expert critique

Ambidextrous wants an ad that 
reaches out to design practitioners, 
students, and researchers.

Try to create visual flow for the 
viewer; what should the viewer see?

Use color to create emphasis, to 
separate di"erent elements, or to 
categorize content.

overall theme

composition and layout

surface features





Web users clicked more Parallel 
ads per appearance than Serial

Parallel
condition

Clicks per 
million 

appearances

Serial
condition

F(1,30)=4.227 
p<.05
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Visitors from parallel ads spent 
more time on the client website

Parallel
condition

Average time 
on client site 

per visitor 
(seconds)

Serial
condition

F(1,493)=1.781 
p=0.076
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Experts rated Parallel ads higher 
than Serial ads

Parallel
condition

Likert-scale 
rating  (0-50)

Serial
condition

F(1,5)=7.948 
p<0.05
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Why does parallel 
outperform serial?



Gentner, Loewenstein, & Thomson, 2003

learning 
outcome

“Describe the solution.”

Comparison aids learning

CASE#1
training
session

CASE#2

CASE#1

CASE#2

“Describe the 
parallels of 
these solutions”“Describe the solution.”

SEPARATE CASES COMPARISON CASES

~ 3 times

Solutions to a related 
problem



Fixation in serial condition
I tried to find a good idea, and then use 
that idea and keep improving it and getting 
feedback. So I pretty much stuck with the 
same idea.

--Serial 
participant



How similar are these two 
advertisements?

Not at all (0) - very similar (7)

Divergence/similarity measure



Sets of parallel ads were rated 
less similar than serial ads

Parallel
condition

Likert-scale 
similarity 
measure  

(0 = not similar, 
7 = very similar)

Serial
condition

F=181.853, 
p<0.001
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Critique provides advice and stirs emotions

“There was a short period where the emotional response overwhelmed any 
positive logical impact that this ended up having.”
“These guys, you know, are telling me I am completely doing something 
wrong here. So, it took me a while to get past the ...I’m a failure at this....”



Rate your ability:  
no ability (0) - strong ability (7)

1)  create advertisements
2) understand design problems
3) detect problems in a design idea
4) incorporate feedback into a design idea

Range of self-e!cacy measure:  0 - 28

Self-e!cacy measure



Parallel participants gained 
more self-e!cacy for the task

Gain in 
self-e!cacy
Pre and post

Likert-scale 
self-e!cacy 

measure  
(0 = no gain)

F(1,28)=4.210 
p<0.05
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Benefits of parallel feedback

• Better comparison

• More individual exploration

• Less fixated investments

• Increased self-e!cacy





Parallel prototyping in practice
IDEO shopping cart mockups



Parallel prototyping in practice
Obama campaign website variations



Parallel prototyping in practice
Stanford’s project-based HCI course 





Prototyping Dynamics: 
Sharing Multiple Designs Improves 
Exploration, Group Rapport, and Results
Dow, Fortuna, Schwartz, Altringer, Schwartz, & Klemmer

This room @ 17:00 (5p)

Later today!!
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Tool support

• Juxtapose

• M. Terry’s work


